From Drinking Tea To Eating Tea…
Happy and Healthy Cooking!
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By Danielle Beaudette

For many years, people have enjoyed the
fresh and delicate flavors
of whole leaf tea. Some
turn to tea for its unique ability to help them relax, while
others choose tea for its
health benefits. There are lots
of reasons why we choose
to appreciate tea; however,
there is one reason most
often overlooked—tea as the secret
ingredient in our everyday meals!
This article will focus on the multiple
ways to cook with tea. It may seem
like a new concept to the western
world; however, cooking with tea has
a long history in the Asian countries,
possibly even longer than the concept
of drinking tea. More chefs in this
country are now embracing tea as the
new culinary ingredient…we should
too! Follow these suggestions to help
you get started…

In a Marinade/Cream Sauce:
• Add brewed tea as a base for a
sauce. It is a great tenderizer and
adds a delicate flavor.
• Add ¼ cup oolong tea leaves
(Iron Buddha, Quangzhou Milk
Oolong) to a white sauce to enhance its creamy flavor.

In a Stir Fry:
• Use Dragonwell green tea with
shredded chicken breast and bean
sprouts for a fresh grassy punch.
• For stronger vegetables such as
eggplant, use an oolong tea such
as a Dan Cong.

In a Vegetable Salad:
• Organic Lemon Ginger green tea
added to your salad or Japanese
Sencha Uji for an added “earthy”
taste.

As a Rub:
• Add crunch and a barbecue flavor to rubs for fish, beef or poultry with Lapsang Souchong black
tea.
• Mix
Aged Yunnan black
tea into a rub on pork for
a more rich and full flavor.

An Addition to Sweets:
• Melt the butter with the tea
leaves in it, and let stand for 3-5
minutes. Sift out the tea leaves,
chill the butter until it is firm
and use with your favorite recipe! Fruity teas work best with
the butter. Endearing Raspberry,
White Blueberry, Peach, Strawberry, or Pomegranate tea are all
great choices!
• Add Japanese Matcha green tea
to your noodles, rice, sauces, cakes
and pastries for an antioxidant
boost!

Tea as an Oil:
• New to Western Cuisine, Organic Camellia Tea Seed Oil is
made from the seeds of the tea
plant. It can be used as a base in
a salad dressing, or you can sauté
it in a stir fry. A fantastic healthy
substitute to vegetable and canola oils, and widely promoted in
the U.S. by Dr. Richard Collins
-The Cooking Cardiologist, as a

healthy cooking oil that supports
cardiovascular health.
As a Garnish:
• Sprinkle Breakfast Nut Crunch
or any other nutty green tea over
your baked vegetables just prior
to serving.
• Instead of rolling truffles in cocoa, roll them in a mix of ground
sencha or matcha and sugar.
As a Broth: (REMEMBER: If you
simmer in water, you can simmer
in tea!)
• Use prepared Jasmine green tea
in place of water or stock when
making rice or soup.
• Use Keemun, Assam or Yunnan black teas in gravies, soups,
or stews for a
richer flavor.
• Use Mutan
White or
Green teas
as a replacement for light
broths.
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